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INTER HOUSE BASKETBALL MATCH

The beginning of March was filled with enthusiasm and
excitement. The school witnessed The Inter-House
Basketball Competition.
The teams were supported by students and teachers
throughout the tournament and their incessant support
encouraged the players to give their best.
It was a nail-biting finish with the final score of 17-16.
Both teams played well and each player made a
significant contribution to her House. Sapphire House
bagged the first position followed by Diamond House in
the second place and Emerald in the third.
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PARLIAMENTARY
DEBATE

In March 2019 the Four Houses
convened for the First Inter- House
Asian Parliamentary Style Debate to
deliberate on ‘Bio-metrics as an
identity; Privacy Risks and Digital
Discrimination’. A new style of
debating was introduced to the
Hopetavians. The speakers learnt to
sharpen their listening and speaking
skills. They enjoyed every moment
of the heated debate.
The winning team comprised of four
speakers, two from Ruby and two
from Sapphire House. Kaushki
Dhingra the opposition Whip from
Diamond House was adjudged the
Best Speaker. Tanvi Bindal – The
Deputy Prime Minister from
Sapphire House, was adjudged the
Best Interjector.

TALK BY SISTER
SHREYA

On Saturday, April 27th the students
and the members of staff had the
honour of listening to a talk given by
Sister Shreya, a renowned Brahma
Kumari and Alumni of Hopetown.
Sister Shreya was accompanied by
Sister Savita a senior Brahma Kumari
from Selaqui, Dehradun.
Sister Shreya talked about 'Building
Self Esteem' and our acceptance of
our fellow beings irrespective of their
behaviour and attitude towards us.
She also enlightened us on being
emotionally strong to help empower
other beings. A major aspect of her
talk was on strengthening the student
and teacher relationship.
Sister Shreya’s discourse with the
students and staff was highly
motivating. With her gentle smile, a
radiant face and profound thoughts
Sister Shreya left us with much to
introspect on.
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